
 

 

Minutes of the General Meeting of the Mission Beach Community Association Inc. held on  

Wednesday 22nd August 2019 at the Mission Beach Resort. 

 

Meeting Opened: 6.05 pm 

Attendance: 40 

Apologies: Shane Knuth, Bob Katter, John Kremastos, Adam Sadler (CCRC), George Gaal, Warren Giffin 

 

Guest Speakers:  

• Paul Roxby – Mission Beach Pool. Paul gave an in-depth presentation about the history of the pool. 

The presentation included explanations of monies spend by Councils over the years in Mission Beach 

compared to other regions in the Shire. Presentation to be sent to members. 

• Manfred Boldy – CCRC Director Planning & Regional Development. The meeting received an update 

on what has been done so far with regards to the Strategic Plan for Mission Beach. The presentation 

will be sent out to members. 

• Wayne Kimberley – Deputy Mayor replying to questions on notice: 

 
1. Kennedy Esplanade & Banfield Parade Bike/walking paths progress: Part of the foreshore 

management plan done after Yasi; pegging out will be done soon and projects should be hopefully 
delivered by the end of the year. (drafts to be sent out to members) The future plan is to continue 
all the way along the foreshore of Reid Road. 

2. Can you give us an update on what is in the CCRC budget for Mission Beach? Money for the upgrade 
of the water pipes around the Village Green area; Upgrade of the sewerage line to Tully; Operation 
of the Splash & Dunk Pad; Culvert renewals; Bridge Alexander Drive to CCRC camping area; Water 
extension to Clump Point complimenting the new facilities; 

3. A new operator has been appointed to the MB COUNCIL CARAVAN PARK. Is council aware 
of any significant changes in the operation of the caravan park. No major changes 
expected when the new operator takes over at end of the season. Part of the plan of 
improvements to all CCRC owned CP’s is to lease them out to experienced operators. 
Therefore, it is up to the operator to set the fees as they see fit. 

4. Can we have an update of the feral pig situation. How many pigs have been captured so far? How 
many traps are in operation around Mission Beach? How are the pigs disposed of? Who is 
responsible for repairing the nature strips damaged by the pigs?  6 pigs are frequenting Conch & 
Nonda Street and traps are set up. Two box traps set up near Reid Road. Fifteen caught so far & 
humanely euthanised. Staff resources are stretched with regards to trap & shoot at the banana 
farms. Nature strips will be levelled by CCRC. Residents are responsible for grassing the areas. 

5. With regards to re-cycling are there any collection points for non-car batteries, phones, laptops 
etc.? Non-car batteries: no; There are “E-waste” collection points at Tully and Stoters Hill; mobiles 
can be taken to various shops such as Leading Edge etc. Libraries also have more information about 
the “Mobile Muster”. 

6. Who at present is responsible for the cleaning of the public amenities on Dunk island? Council is 

sending a cleaning crew over a couple of times a week and Water Taxi is monitoring the situation. 

Cleaning will be increased during school holiday period.  An agreement has been reached with 

Traditional Owners with regards to Native Title, and CCRC is waiting for Federal Government for a 

reply.  New operators have given CCRC a stage plan (part of the tendering process.) Stage 1 is from 

October to February. The Spit area has been degazetted from a National Park to Public Reserve 

and the new operators cannot stop anyone from using the area. Camping is by bookings, through 

the Water Taxi until further notice.  

7. What’s being done at CCRC level to clean-up the ruins of Cape Richards Resort following cyclone 

Yasi? It lies in ruins and is a danger to visitors, the pool is half full of infected water and a danger 

to unsupervised toddlers who could drown in same. CCRC has no control over what the owners 

should be doing, it is the State. 



 

 

8. Could CCRC please give a breakdown of management positions in the Council. From CEO to media 

officers and such like. Name. title and a few sentences in their job description. Ratepayers are 

concerned about the doubling up of highly paid positions. A handout would be helpful. Please don’t 

tell us to refer to the website. Not everyone is computer savvy or has the time to scroll. The only 

names that can be given out are those of the Directors. Library staff can assist with the website 

information. The State Government Privacy Act does not allow the publication of names etc. of 

staff. Wayne cannot give out this requested information. He can supply position descriptions if 

requested. 

9. In respect to the Council undertaking to make operational the Port Hinchinbrook sewerage 

treatment plant for $200,000 from the State Government can Council confirm that if the $200,000 

proves insufficient that any additional funding with also come from the State Government and 

ratepayers have no exposure whatsoever to this exercise? Cr. Kimberley would like some clarity 

from State Government too, no way would he support Council to spend rate payer’s money on 

this. It is a private development. 

10. Can Council confirm that there is no intention whatsoever to increase ratepayer exposure to the 

deteriorated Port Hinchinbrook infrastructure or the channel dredging?  No Council involvement 

with any dredging. 

11. Why did the CCRC CEO in the CCRC media release refer to the community of Port Hinchinbrook 

needing to make appropriate payments for the operation of the sewerage scheme if it is not an 

asset of CCRC? Is this not an issue solely for the Port Hinchinbrook management company/owner? 

Council will be reimbursed by State Government once the work has been carried out. 

12. Who has paid to date for the emergency repairs to the Port Hinchinbrook plant? If CCRC ratepayers, 

then is CCRC to be reimbursed? The emergency repairs were just below $7,000, it was a sewerage 

leak that had to be repaired immediately and Council has been reimbursed as part of the $200,000. 

Questions from the floor: Focus should be more on RV’s. Council is monitoring this closely because 

there is a court case happening in the Livingstone Shire. Council is in favour to have short term RV 

facilities.  

Nancy Lowe: A lot of promotion has been done (camping & caravan shows) Best year for 14 years 

with regards to the caravan parks. 

Paul Roxby: What happened to the $40,000 given by MBARC to Council and $7,000 by Lionesses 

towards the pool? Action: Wayne to report back at October meeting 

Woolworth petition: Has been forwarded (1110 signatures) to Shane Knuth and will be presented 

to Parliament this week. 

Clump Point: Peter Heywood reported that TMR confirmed that they are hoping to get the construction tender 

for the marine facilities upgrade out asap. TMR’s position is that they have all the necessary approvals for the 

works to commence including the GBRMPA permit. They are aware that ae processes for third parties to appeal 

the GBRMPA decision, but they are not involved in that process. TMR will let us n ow when the tender is 

released.  

Letter received from GBRMPA: 
We received a number of application for reconsideration of the decision to grant a permit on 29 June 2018 to grant 
permit no. G18/39785.1.  The Authority received a number of valid requests to reconsider this decision and as 
such the revised decision is due by 4 September 2018. A copy of the reconsidered decision will be made available 
on the Authority's website in due course.  The Authority may (a) affirm the decision, or (b) vary it; or (c) substitute 
another decision for it.  As to what's next, A person at whose request the Authority has reconsidered the decision 
may apply, subject to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975, to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) 
for review of the decision made by the Authority after reconsideration.  
As for who application was accepted for reconsideration and who’s was not this was determined by “a person 
whose interests are affected” which has a legal meaning and is based on the law of standing which is a set of 
rules that determine whether a person who starts administrative or legal proceedings and processes, is a proper 
person to do so. The Authority considered every request for reconsideration on a case by case basis to determine 



 

 

whether sufficient information was provided to determine whether a relevant interest was held in the context of 
the decision to grant permit G18/39785.1. 
I trust this answers your questions. 
Regards, GBRMPA. 

 

Discussion:  

1. Change “dog free zone” to “dog on leash” zone at Porters Promenade. One member preferred to 

have NO dogs at all in Mission Beach and it was explained that this would be impossible. A show 

of hands indicated that changing the signs to “dog on leash” was preferred.  

2. Change speed limit from Wheatley road to South Mission from 80 km to 60 km due to too many 

wallaby and cassowary incidents. Show of hands showed that this was seen as a good move. 

3. Speed limit of 60 km from Seaview Street along Mission Beach El Arish Road to be extended a few 

hundred metres further up the road past the hardware store, due to Cassowary with chicks 

frequenting the area. Show of hands agreed as long as the speed limit is not extended further. 

Action: MBCA to write to CCRC and Transport & Main Roads Dpt. 

Confirmation of minutes of June 2018 meeting:  Moved: Jane Coward Seconded: Peter Heywood 

Treasurer’s Report: closing Balance $3792.16   Moved: Truus Biddlecombe  Seconded: Peter Faulkner 

Meeting Closed: 8 pm 

Next meeting: Tuesday 9th October 2018 at the Mission Beach Resort  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


